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2SC PRODLDI-; MID BETXEmOHS OF TEFuS USED
2iic possibility that the presence of bright colors may. 
provoke emotional disturbances uhieh interfere with label** 
loefcual functioning has loan been recognised ,bat a revieu of 
the literature raises the question vfeetbe? sufficient actual 
roscarch lias been done to substantiate sad broaden this 
concept*
She phenomenon lust aoationed bos been generally 
accepted as peculiar to the Rorschach llot&od of Personality 
Diagnosis and has been termed "color shock." It is true that 
a feu thoroush studies have been ma&o but it appears that 
those ukc uork ulth the Rorschach have accepted these find** 
lags as fact and have developed a traditional oothod of 
dealing uitk the concepts consequently this particular 
problem has boon somewhat experimentally neglected.
I„ WE FR0SS331
gfefl&fiPSftfe eg Mm ESSMm* purpose of this study
tms to dotorLiine uhat offoctg if any5 the presence of bright 
colors has upon the scores mde on a testing instrument which 
makes uco of color. Shat the presence of color does in­
fluence intellectual functioning9 under certain conditions* 
has been so convincingly demonstrated in the Rorschach
1
t
I?
I *
I
III
*}11
If
nnniHii
imflostalieao 12 ftMs trore done it usolti 'chon fco possible ft© 
imrosftlsofto farther ftts© ptaiencnon o2 color sliocli by testing 
ftho hypothesis that those persons u2?.o cgahU&ft a neurotic 
tW2flcacys as aaasarcd by © personality £mrcaft©ry? uoald <3© 
less uell *ibcm dealing bright colons tfcsa ftfooso t&ooo 
scores on the personality lavoaftory os*© vlftMn ftSzo aossal 
range*
' Stated noro spee£CieaXly5 the problea uus ft© select 
a orosip of subjects bovttr/j a ui&o reage of emotional cta~ 
Mllfty as ocasarcd by the EorapoaftGr Persoaallfty Inventory! 
adMMotcr ftho tests for Colevr̂ BI&aOness to tills
croup 4a ©Mgs’ ft© deftest and reject those rh© bad Gofceftlvo 
eo3.es? violcsi! asd finally' ft© investigato uhat effect ftho 
presence of bright eotoo bad upon ceores end© t$' those sab- ■ 
Scots oa coo foro of the Bloch &0£4ga test of ftfco L'ceholor- 
Bollcimo XnftoHigcneo Seal© is esler as ecrparel w ith fthois?* t
ceorec oa as csaclly difficult foru of ftho ccnc toot la 
xMdi color IicG bcsa ©Xiniaaftcfi.
IliW F S H im  S£ ££jg sM z&o loascaesSi as ftfco eoreopt of 
color shod: is so iaosftricably e»G GnoXtsivoly United uifta 
the Bcroelicicii HctCicil 1ft tras felt that an aftfterpft to osporl*- 
osnftally verify ifts pre:;enec under different eoMiftlcao 
Dicfcft prove sjorftkuMlc,, Burfthcrcsrcr, 1ft appears that this 
pbcacncocn nay soft bo confined only ft© those bavins neurotic 
fton&oaeics baftj, la faeft? any bo of a uoro geacgal nsftnros
*
and If tMs fee so a oof© thorough understanding nay open th© 
way to meh fruitful investigation.
12 0 SEPinmona of s m s  used
Colro.! sMols. Since this pbcacnenon Is so closely 
bound to tho Sorsehaefr technique it ms  necessary to turn 
there for a definition. Seek urotea
Because color is the iisseiiat© stteJlusg Eorceh&eh 
called it “color shock.n ike be observed* it la a 
plioEononon of neurosis and is therefore In really 
neurotic shock* Uhat happens is that* undor the In­
fluence of the shock. the individual tjseoces ooro - 
constricted5 IncffidLcntj, i&aeeurafcGj> impoverished *
2her© arc various other definitions given fey experts in
the field feat there seeos to fee general Dgroosent tint uto**
ever the appearance of eolor creates or esposos ©notional
disturbance color shock is then said to feo operative*
Stio oost couplet© study of the various effects pro­
duced fey color chock was done fey Brosin and Froas.^ Sen 
criteria of color shock are listed and those folt to fee 
cost descriptive of the phenomenon as pertaining to this 
study oro presented bslcws
1SanuGl J« Beck* Borsehnch* s ffesfe & ffarl.oty M  
Personality Pictures (lieu Yorks Grano and Bt?Gt^%Tl^5)a 
P* 37.
%„ l/« Brosin and £» G« Proon. “Borschach and Color 
Blindness?° Rorschach Bos* Bacha. l>s 39-70. l$k-0„
5
(1) Significant increases in the reaction tine to 
cards* There is a noticeable delay prior to the 
first seorable response*
(2) Exclamations indicative of nearly aroused motions 
different from those produced by uneolored cards.
(3) Other sipilfieant eosmeats indicating anxiety, 
irritaMlitys or passive resistance.
. . GStlrnzM m &  m & m * Since a good portion
of this study uas devoted to establishing the degree of 
equivalence in difficulty that existed botueen Forms I and 
II of the Bloch Design Test of the Weehslcr~BoXXemic In** 
telllgence Scale j both colored and achromatic, and since 
frequent reference trill fee made to those forms, a definition 
may fee helpful.
The Colored Series refers to Forms I and IX of the 
Block Design Test of the tteehsXer~BGllowe Intelligence 
Scale in the natural state, i.e.} colored.
The Achromatic Series refers to a set of blocks and 
designs, prepared for this study*, identical uith Forms I 
and II above except that the color had been replaced by 
black, dark and light gray as described in detail in 
Chapter III.
ixi,. of oRGMJiz/î xou tmo c m m s s
2he remainder of M s  study ulll be organised as 
follOUCS
Chapter II series to sot a background for the problem
. \  *
and reviews literature considered to bo relevant *
Chapter III states the experimental paradigm* sources 
of data and discusses the materials used*
Chapter IV treats the data statistically and attempts 
to interpret the findings*
Chapter IT summarises the study* states the conclusions 
dram from the collected data and sets forth recommendations 
for further related studies*
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On© si&o yoIXoys
On© side bln© and yellow (divided m  the diagonal) 3
On© aide rod and ukit© (divided diagonally) *
She designs g numbering seventeenP are printed on 
Uiiit© cards ufrich or© thro© by fear inches* Sfcose designs 
oak© use of the same colors that appear on the blocks,and 
it is the task of the subject to reproduce the designs trlth 
the top faces of the blocks* Ho tuo designs are the sane 
and the degree of difficulty is determined by modifying the 
us© of fall colors | hy the uso of diagonnlod sides 5 by in® 
creasing the aanhor of blocks to he uscd§ by increasing 
dissyanotyy in designs and by decreasing the nuobcr of dif« 
fercat colors used in each design*.
Scoring takes into consideration successful perform?* 
anee, spoed9 and accuracy- A score value is given each 
design and a prescribed nuofeor of points Is deducted If a 
design is successfully completed uith excess time and ex® 
cess aovos*
A eoefficiest of correlation of .83* oOl has boda 
found hetuoen this tost and the Stanford Binet.3 It has 
boon adopted for use in the Arthur Point Scale and in a 
modified fora in the Uechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Sealo 
ulicro iTochslor calls It nour best single performance itcn,°^
o w w i jjri ii
Po 15*7®  
tteehslor* m «  p. 92*
9
M s m M m  <&£ Seagate;
The Eerarcatcr Poroo-ir.lity Inventory is unusual la that it 
measures several different oopects of personality at cue 
timo* Aliere are 129 questions which can be aacuopod r:ycs:J s 
t!no°s n?”o This tost may be scored oa the foliowins sis 
sealeot (1) &«&«. A measure of neurotic tendency* (2)
S2«&« A ccasurc of solf̂ stsfflelcncy* (3) B3~I® A measure 
of IntFOverslon̂ cnztrevorsion« (if) &W><> A measure of dow-=> 
insnce-suteiicsicao (9) Fl-Co A measure of confidence in 
oneself® (6) F2-S* A measure of sociability*
As tliis study mde uso of only the Bl*»n oeores it 
aloao will bo described* Persons scoriae Mgfc in tils eate~ 
sory tend t© be eaoticmally unstable® Siiooc scoring abavo 
tSio 93 percentile would probably benefit from psychiatric 
or ucdieal advice® Taooo scoring low tend to bo very uoll 
balanced emotionally*? fhat the prceedin;: elaiu by Bern- 
router m y  Imvo been qnostlonoi^ei -tices is borne out by 
the fact that this tooting instrument has boon the subject 
of ©vor 139 studies which Bnper^ has cttcqptoC to analyso 
sad evaluate® Co concluded that the inventory measures croup
Cohort Go Derarcuter? °;Seaunl For r£hc Personality Inventory*1, (Stanford Salvors!ty9 Califomias Stanford Csiivorsity Proass 1935) 5 p« !<*
6Donald E® Super., c:£ho Dernreator Personality Invcn® torys A Review of noccarchn j, Psycholordcal S3MsMSs> 398̂ v,ii95 February9 2.$&«
10
trends with a reasonable degree of reliability and can bo 
used with individuals, bat with sooe caution, He also ;
.Vstated! (rShe Berm*cuter scores tend to distinguish neur­
otics and various types of psychoties from normal individuals,
7although not perfectly*°
Fron this discussion it is apparent that the Bern® 
renter Personally Inventory must he considered to he 
■somewhat inadequate for distinguishing botveen different 
degrees of adjustment among normal subjects,
o f  j ^ e  g m m t &  a £  M m &  £ &
M  Mm Tfe© concept of "color shock"
was originated by Herman Eorschach and M s  been reserved by 
M s  followers for their exclusive use in interpreting the 
test which hears M s  name, That sueSi a situation has been 
allowed to persist must he attributed to a lack of interest 
on the part of those whose primary interest was not the 
BorseSmeb llethod,
ThQ Eorschach literature contains numerous references 
to this phenomenon but agreement is so general that a brief 
discussion by two leaders in th© field should satisfactorily 
, present that point of view.
7Ibido, p« H5»
XX
Z'imrcG stateds
2t As important to observe vfeother. the appearance of 
color interrupts tho flou of responses charactcrio tie 
for the subjcet (color resulting either in
bXcckixi3 or in distortion or narked shift in typo of 
response* Color shock is altjoys unfavorable and in severe fora nay suggest neurotic trends o*-*
%  broadening the concept of color shock slightly to 
include all evidence that the appearance cf color as such 
affects the nature of the subject6s rcacticnp Panroe found 
that nearly ono=*half of all smhjecto studied shoved some 
sign of color shoek.^
Klopfer urotes
Probably the cost important single sign of neurotic 
reaction is color shock § all students of tho method 
hcvo found that neurotics invariably ohon such skockj and only a snail pe?eentago of normals and other types 
of psychopathology display
He goes on to state that color shock appears in 
approximately one fifth of the records of normal' subjects
Entk learned ISanroCj, ̂Prediction of tho Adjustment 
and Academic Performance of College Students By a Kodifi- 
cation of the Borsehaeh nothod"* ApuIAM PsyiokoA&gg
asbbM M  Mm temtem Mggg&mm Ess. imMM(Stanford ?JalvGrsAty3 Californios Stanford tFniversity 
Press 9 1̂ 5)5 P« 8*>*
9» ,  s. 99.
10Bruno Ulopfcr and Douglas KeGlashan Kelley P gjbg 
(ironlrors°on»yudsong Uorld Book Con=»
8
11,iKS., p. 385.
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By the tora color shod; as used hero Elopfor aeons say in­
dication of disturbance in response to colored cards.
l&S£gg3 28B& iMSSS 5&e only study teoua to
fcavo employed oaberlals other than tho Rorschach Carle to 
investigate the concept of eolor shod: uac done by Bnrascn 
and Potter*̂ 2 of Yale University*, Their study endo use of 
the Koha Bloch Designs of the Arthur Point Scale in addi­
tion to tho Rorschach Cards and it tins M s  work uliieh 
suggested the present investigation. •
Those non0 uorliins tilth thirty-one beI:&vior-problca 
childrens atfccnptcds
To verify the clinical impression that those chil­
dren i-ihose responses to the five colored Rorschach 
Cards arc of poorer fom quality than the responses 
to the five achromatic cards tend to do poorly, rela­
tive to their noatal age on tho bristly colored Ilohs 
Diech Designs in contrast to those children tJhoso fore 
level does not drop in the color el cards **3
Pron tho results of this study Saracen and Potter. 
concludeds
That tho presence of colored sticmlation in a sit­
uation where abstraction in taras of fora relationships 
is involved prevents some cala&iuGtatl children fro□ 
functioning up to the level of their intellectual 
capacity
Seymour E* Saracen and door IU Potter, t: Color In 
The Rorschach and Kohs Bloch Designs”, j&gumai M  (lonpiilt- 
Ind Psychology, 312&202-206, July-August
i>. 202. 
xkm M ., p. 2ot.
13
2Iio authors offer two explanations 1b this eonnce~ 
tions (1) the standard Rorschach on© which implies that 
color as such nay be emotionally upsetting ancl<> (2) a 
suggestion that color becomes a factor by salting visual 
comprehension of recognisable forms more difficulty viiich 
in turn results in anxiety and impulsiveness*^
However9 it is conceivable that those children who 
did poorly on the Kohs block designs were more neurotic 
than those who did relatively well on these designs and 
that neurotics experience more difficulty Wkon dealing with 
abstraction in terms of fora relationship than uith certain 
other psychological processes» In other uordss It m y  have 
been the abstraction in terms of form relationship and not 
the presence of eolor that influenced the intellectual 
functioning of these subjects*
Ulth tM.s in mind the present study attempted to 
control the psychological processes involved by using the 
same materials in bo tin tests to keep the abstraction in 
terms of form relationship constant and then varying the 
color stimulation so that if any difference appeared It 
could be attributed to coles?*
«*MSaK9MeM«MC9M9t9k
VfIbid*? p* 205o
m m m  m  m m m m
CmPTEE IIS
tmuon OF PKOCEBUBE
Since the basic material of M s  study Is Form I end 
Pom IS of the Bloels Design Test of tho VJcetislep^BeHc^o 
IntelligQneo Seale the early part of this chapter is demoted 
to a description of the test folloued by a discussion of the 
experimental paradigms, x̂ aleh stated briefly iss
lo Establishment of the degree to uhleh the Colled 
Series are equivalent in difficulty*
2. Establishment of the degree to which the Achro­
matic Scries are equivalent in difficulty*
3* Selection and treatment of subjects used in the 
oain port of the experiment bys (1) administration of the 
Bemrcute? Personality Inventory to select subjects having 
& wide range of emotional stability! (2) administration of 
the lohihara Tests for Colour-Blin&nos s2, to elinimto those 
with defective color vision § and (3) alternate administra­
tion of Forms I and II of the Achromatic and Colored Scries 
of tho Bloch Design Test of the Ueehsler-Bellerao Intelli­
gence Scale to subjects selected as indicated in (1) and
(2) above.
 1  ' ' "
Shiaoba Ishlhara5 "Tests For Colour-Dlindnoso5w 
(Handayas Tokyog Koneharl £t Company) „
gggSSlB&fia M  Ifiagfc t e t o  teS* Block 
Design Test of the Uechsle^-Bellcwo Intelligence Scaled Is 
a codified version of the Eolis Block Design Test of Intelli­
gence. The blocks are sixteen cubes of one inch dissension 
and arc painted as follows s 
One side reds 
One side bine*
On© side wtilbCp 
One side yollo%
One side bine sad yellow (divided on the diagonal)s 
One side red and white (divided diagonally) *
The designs*, appropriately colored** are printed on 
white cardboard* The dlnonoions of the cards arc three by 
four inches. Each printed design is one fourth the slse of 
the actual designs when the cubes are used*
It is the task of the subject to arrange the top 
faces of the blocks in such a maimer as to correctly re­
produce the design using four8 nines or sixteen blocks 
depending upon tho particular design. The tuo forms mke 
us© of different designs. Fora I uses sixteen blocks in ono 
design (th© last) while Form II uses no more than nine on 
any one design but equal difficulty has been achieved by 
adjustment of tie© credits*
16
For tliic study it m s  necessary to mke up erne set of
achromatic blocks and a set of achromatic figures fop each
form of tbe test* So olioinat© color 0 black was substituted 
for reds dork grey for bXuc9 light grey for yeHou* with the 
white iiorticns xutekanged* Do changes other than tko color 
substitution uer© made in the achromatic forms*
The tests uero cdministored as prescribed by l-Jeckslcr 
in the Manual^ and after each subject m s  assured that M s  
performance on these tests would have no bearing upon hie 
grades^ directions wore given as followss
She csnoinor removed four cubes fron their bom and
said9 nfGu seo those blocks are painted different colors on
the different sides* One side is bXuo9 one red2 one tiliito2 
one yelloi/j) one red and i3hitos one Hue and yoXXov§ and all 
the blocks are exactly aliko,” The asuolncr nemt placed 
Dooonstration Card I in front of the subject and said* nHou 
X mat you to sake no a design with the blocks so that it 
will look like the drawing on tills card* Dotice that the
drawing is all red? so9 to cake one Just like it with those
four blocks X would have to arrange then this way*” (Xllus« 
tratingo) nDo you understand?0 (Pause*) nUcll9 letce try
another* 2his one is more difficult,0 Biianiner assembled
David iJcekslor*, gfeQ Xlensurcaent of Mult Intell&~ 
rxenco (Baltimore!} She Uilliacs & Wilkins Company 9 XP$-79 
pp* X83«l$fr*
blocks to nske dooign sbcm on Card 12$ paused to cako clear 
to tne subject Lor tim kalf designs could bo pat tosotlicr to 
cake one colid patch of color* ~Sn<m reasonably sure that 
subject understood s oixclnor presented Card I o M  saMs 0I7oi? 
you hnko these fear blocks cad pat then together so theyc11 
cako a design, (picture) like tlio one yoa goo on this card*
Co ahead*0 tJhoa subject had finished tilth tho design the 
eroni&or reaarked̂ . nTkat°o pretty g©od*n So brushed up tno 
blocks s then placed a second design before the subject and 
said s ntJotr caSs© no one like tli£s.a Shis procedure cac foi<> 
lorcd dth cords in order until design five uas reached men 
ciTrSMO? took five core blocks out and Gaids ^Ucj rz*ke ae 
©so like tills* using also Meeks*n Uhcn design sovrai ras 
reached eracirer took out the regaining seven blocks and 
said̂  0I!c'j cake nc coo like M s  using sixteen Meeks.4: ITo 
kelp or further dccsnotrctian on designs other than that 
givca on bcrsnstraticn Cards <1 end SI) vac offered*
Inc subjects uk© took Pore SI uere gives similar in- 
s tractions trlth slight asdifleaticnc prescribed by Ucekclor.^ 
Cn3y one deconctrcticn card vn.3 used cad no dcoic^ called for 
core tiro, nine Meeks*
The test w g  scored for both accuracy and time.
Three points wore given for each dosijga correctly reproduced 
within maslmnm tine limits^ onĉ  tuof or three additional 
points were. allowed for success within certain tine Units 
as indicated in tho manuals.^
As mentioned earlier* Uochsler codified the original 
Koto Block Design Test eosewlmtf tlio greatest changes i?oro 
a reduction in the number of test cards from seventeen to 
seven and alterations in some of the figure patterns* Koto0 
figures make use of red* yellow* blue* and white while 
I'Jeetolep used only red cad white*
IS&teGtiagB. M  £!& Basse's* in m o
portion of mo study devoted to establishing the degree to 
which. the two forms of the Block Design, foot of the Week- 
s 1 c p ~B o 1 2 q v u c  Intelligence Scale (colored) ucr© oqually 
difficulty fifty white male frosSsEm and sophomore students 
were dram fron a Senegal Psychology class at llontern State 
University* Their ages ranged from eighteen to thlrbygone <>
t
the average ago being timty-one years and four months* To 
insure random selection within mo  group every third name 
sms soleetcd from mo alphabetised class list. Each subject
uas adniniatered both Fora I and Pose II of the test at oao 
sitting. h eomtcrbalanced orfio? of presentation uas on® 
ployed to control practice effect* For cssaaplG, the first 
subject uas glares Form X immediately followed by Fora XX $ 
the second subject m s  given Fore. XX followed by Foss X$ etc.
She testing use done batuoen February 10 and Kerch 
X9MJ. 2ho tests wore given daring rogslar class hoars*, tho 
subjects being called out of their respective laboratory 
sections. Botucon fifteen and twenty oirratos wore requires 
to adolnlster both foms to cadi subject;
fhe tests uero administered as proscribed tty Ueehsler, 
and described earlier,and all calculations uoro oade iilth 
weighted scores arrived at by evaluating earned m u  scores 
tty seaas of tables provided in the EjaaiaaXs.̂  l-Jcehsier ae~ 
coupXishcd the uoighting of the scores on the Bloch Design 
foot by converting earned m u  scores into a twenty point 
scale and setting the scan at tea and tlio standard deviation 
at throe, fhis conversion was oado by employing Email's 
acthcrd.̂
vicehDler,
Ssm II
J23® £2&° s PP*» b*=»5*
Woehslars S M  
p. 2.88.
7XMd.. Appendix 1, p. 219.
A similar study m s  sa&o to establish the dogroe of 
equivalence of the Achromatic Scries# M s  portion of the 
study m s  done during the Sucso? Session of 1S&8 between 
Juno 17 sad 25* with testing: hoiag done on the students'0 
froo time# As the General Psychology class at this tico 
was not largo enough to permit readca selection the entire 
enrollment use used* However^ the group m s  shorn to ho
tcomparable in average ago and education to the group used 
with the Colored Series# Xn this group all four eollogc 
grades were represented by tueaty^oao uoncn whose average 
ago m o  ti/onty-tm years end tteco months and thirty-five 
men uhoso average age m s  tmaty-tliroo years four nant&s* 
fheso two studios trere done ©a the promise that if 
the forms did prove to he of o^uml difficulty hath in tho 
Colored mfi k&ssswateSA Series s then any differences that 
sight appear in the cspariosnb prefer should he attributable 
to color*
Xn Use with the Porcehaeh approach to color choeh 
an attempt tms mode to choose a group of subjects having a 
uido range of emotional stability and ascertain tlio degree 
to which color affected their responses to tho Rleoh Design 
‘Sest.
The Bornr-outer Personality Inventory m s  gives to 
276 students in a class in General Psychology at Hontana 
State university during Winter Quarter X«&8* Proo this
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group olghty subjects wore ekosena fifty-seven n m  whoso 
average ago m s  twenty-two years ana twenty* three women 
uhos© average age was twenty years, The selection of those 
subjects tsao determined by scores on the Bernreufcer Person** 
aUty Inventory and were divided into thro© groups as 
follows
1, Upper Group composed of twantgr-oighfc students 
whose B1~B (neurotic tendency) scores were above the 90th 
percentile.
2, Lower Group composed of tweaty*»oight students 
whose B M  scores tier© below the 11th percentile,
3, Middte Group composed of tvonty-four students 
whose Bl-H scores wore tfitkin a range of five percentiles 
above or belou the aoaa,
Those selections wore cade m. tentative percentile 
norms for college non. and wooes as of October 193® eco- 
piled by R, G, Bemrenter,®
The main portion of the problem consisted of the 
adsisiistration of the Block Design Test to those subjects 
Whose carmer of selection has Just been discussed. Prior 
to taking the Block Design Test each subject was given the 
Xshikara Teste for eolour-Blindnoss and only those who
Robert G, Bernreuters jx&g IrateaSflrg
JBegggafcU& | m s ord baXIfor«
m&i. Stanford University PressT)
shewed so indication of colorblindness trere used is tho 
egposisoat* The method of presentation \ms the ease ca 
used earlier to tost tho equivalence of the too forms os** 
eept that in this series a more elaborate method of rotation 
m s  aocossazy to control practice effects * This ê pori*. 
mental paradigm consisted of four alternatives
1. Fora 2 colored given first*
Fora 21 achromatic given second.
2* Fora I achroaatie given first*
Fora II colored given second*
3. Fora II colored given first*
Fora I achromatic given second.
b, Perm 22 achromatic given first*
Fora 2 colored given second*
4s a result of this method of rotation each of tho 
four alternatives m s  given to teronty subjects* seven each 
in tho Upper and loner BX«H Groups and six la tho Biddle 
Group* 4 discussion of the results of these studios appears 
in Chapter 2F*

B2SULT3
She purpose of this chapter Is to presoat and inter­
pret the findings of the study, She problem m e  such that 
three copara to investigations wore required? (1) esta1>=» 
lisfeacnt of the degree of difficulty of the Colored Scries 5 
(2) establishment of the degree of difficulty of tSie ielirô  
antic Cories § and <3) investigation of the effect of color 
on block design perforsanee, Sho findings arc presented 
and discussed In M s  order,
m  M m  ggtesi Ms&m° 5>ata concerned with 
establishing the degree of difficulty of the Colored Series 
are presented in fables I, II, and III.
To establish the degree of difficulty between the 
Colored fcerle% one form of the tost, immediately followed 
by the other fora of the same tost, ms administered to 
each of fifty subjects. It was recognised that scores on' 
the fora taken second would normally bo higher than scores 
on the fora t air on first due to the effect of practice,- that 
is, the subject would beeoae familiar with the problems and 
materials while taking the first test and ac a result would 
do better on the second test. For this reason it was ncees- 
sary to use a counterbalanced method of presentation to 
control the practice effect, 3y this method half of the
2̂
subjects wore given Form 1 first followed 1x7 Fora 12 and 
the other Jialf wore given Pore 22 first followed by Form 2 
so that ony effect of practice from one fora to the other 
would be equal and therefore would cancel when all fifty 
cases were considered*
Table 2 presents tlio results of this phase of toe 
investigation*
A comparison of scores on Forms I and 22 taken first 
showed a difference between the means of *12 of a point with 
a critical ratio of *25f the scores on the same forms taken 
second showed a differ cnee between the means of *36 of a 
point with o critical rati© of «d0* The differences be« 
tweon toe means are negligible and neither critical ratio 
is significant as will be discussed more in detail later* 
Again referring to Table X9 tho uniform increase in 
the moan scores on the forms taken second of approijimately 
1*0 point could bo attributed to the practice effect ox« 
peetod when one subject tokos two forms of the same tost 
within a short period of time.
Table 22 contains data on tho fifty subjects used in 
the investigation of the Colored Series broken down into 
groups ©f ton. „ For example., 1st 10$ 1st 20$ 1st 30s etc* 
The results were grouped in this earner to determine approsi® 
mtely how many subjects would be required to establish the 
degree of difficulty of this series$ i*o»$ so that testing
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TABLE I
MEM? SCORES* STMBAPJ) DEVIATION* DIFFEESIJCE BDi’lvEiSI? UEM'IS 
A m  CRITICAL RATIOS OF 211E COLORED SERIES FOB BOTH ORDERS
OF FRESEBTATIOH
Twenty-five Cases Given First
Form Mean S«0« D.KU* C.R.’
I
II 12.72 1.59 12*60 1.7& ;i2 .25
Twenty-five Cases Given Second
Form Mean S.D* DoM.* CoEU
I
II
13.8k 1.9S 
. a3 M  2.2k ■••36 .60
♦Difference Detween means
** C»R. formula: <T~d >ff& c e s \ CT^\X t <r^Tv
could bo discontinued when the forms were demonstrated to 
to equal or nearly so*
Sable II also shows a gradual reduction in the dif­
ferences between the means with an increase in the number 
of eases considered* Tho differences between the means 
dropped from *90 on the first ten eases to ,2̂  whoa all 
fifty cases wore considered* Tho final difference between 
the means of *2l> would Indicate that Porn 1 was *2̂  of a 
point oasier than Pom II* While this difference is not 
significant the figure should bo borne in mind for future 
discussion*
The critical ratio of *92 m s  not considered to bec
significant for tho following reasons For the difference 
between the means to be' significant at the 1 per cent level 
for this number of eases the critical ratio would have to 
be at least 2*678* In other words 9 any difforesee botwoea 
scores when the critical ratio Is as' low as *92s as it was 
in this cases must bo attributed to chance and not to any 
difference in the tests*
Table III choirs the average algebraic difference 
between the fora given first and the fora given second* 
These calculations were made to determine tlio average in® 
erosicat.duo to practice effeet carried over from tho fora 
taken first to the form taken second* The scores made by 
each subject were coqparedj, with the algebraic sign
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TABLE IS
tmm scores. staed&ed DEmrions. differeitce b»eeb hearsAiTD CRITICAL MTIOS FOE THE FIFTY CASES OF THE COLORED SERIES BROKER BCE’JIT IHXQ 1ST 10. 1ST 20p 1ST 30s 1ST
AER TOTAL
Fossa X Hcan 8.B. Pom IX Mean S.R. M . 9 C.R.
1st 10 13*60 1.62 1st 10 12.70 1.90 .90 1/5B
1st 20 13.25 1.78 1st 20 12.95 1.80 .30 .75lot 30 13.37 1.78 1st 30 12.87 1.83 »w 1.761st %0 13.22 1*92 1st w 12.95 1*88 .2? .09Total 13.28 1.86 Total 1.80 .2̂ : .92
**
^Dlfferonco betueon aeons*
** C.R. formula: < T d i j e / £ *  c c? 
/?. = . ,ro
A 'vt\ | ■+" CELrv ̂ (TLyi ,'Ynv .
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considered. A ❖ sig& indicated that the subject did bettor 
<m tho seoro o2 fcteo tost tolica second than co the score of 
the tost taiioa first. This tablo shoos that the subjects 
who tool: Porn I first averaged ,76 of a point higher upon- 
taMsg Fora XI ami that tho subjects uho tools Pom XX first 
averaged i.2l> points higher when Pom X mo  tahen, This 
would indicate that Pom X was slightly less difficult than 
Porn XX hat not significantly so,
Dy applying tho cmoant of til© difference between the 
means of *Ph of a point (Tableja) it was possible to deron- 
©tratc that the average practice effect between the fora 
given first and the form given second was 1,0, By adding 
*2fc-* which ms  the accent Form X m s  less difficulty to 
,769 tlio result m s  1,0, SlaXXarly9 by subtracting .£*> 
from 1,2̂ 2 the result was again 1,0, In other words9 if 
the foros were omet3y epsl an average increment of one 
point could be eirpeated in the score of the fora tohcsa 
second over the score of the fern talien first.
In view of the findings presented in Tables Xy XXy 
and XXX it could bo concluded that Poms X and XX of tlio 
Dloeii Design Test of tlio Uechslcr~Bellovwa Xntelligoaeo 
Beale (Colored Scries) do not differ significantly in 
difficulty,
Xn every ins tone o tlio differences between the moans 
tiere negligible and in no ease did tho critical ratio 
approach significance at the 1 per cost level.
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TABLE XXI
IJEfil? ALGEBRAIC D I F O H  TIE COLORED SERIES BKFvIES? FORM 
GXVEII FIRST AMD FORM GITO SECOBD
Form given Mean.
first algebraic S.D.
difference
I
II .762.2k 1*091.03
30
flats fls Achromatic Beta concerned uith
establishing tho degree of difficulty of the Aehroruatic 
borios arc proseated in fables 2V$ ?9 a M  VI0
St m s  accessary to mho up one set of achromatic 
blocks .and a set of achromatic designs for each fora of tho 
tost before the degree of difficulty of tlilo series eonld 
he determined. She problem of establishing the degree of 
difficulty uas Identical uitk that of the Colored Merics 
and m s  handled in the saso manner except that fifty-sis 
subjects uere uscd0 six nore than in the Colored Series.
fable aV is comparable to JaEo 2 end compares ro~ 
stilts of Forms I and II uhen taken first by one group of 
subjects and tho sane forms taken second by another group.
Cn tho forop token first there m s  a difference betueen tho 
means of .2S> uitb a critical rati© of .68„ Tlio cane forms 
taken second had a difference botuecn the aeons of .6b and 
o critical ratio of 1*6. Ac uas tho ease is tho Colored 
Scries those critical ratios uore not found to be oignifi® 
cant so that any difference botuecn the means of those too 
forms oust bo attributed to chance.
Sablo V contains data on tho fifty-six subjects used 
in tho Achromatic Scries broken dotn into groups of tc% 
as far as possible. Uith this group the difference hetuocn 
tho means uas not reduced as rapidly as la ©to Colored 
Series and for that reason core subjects wore used. 2ko
T A M E  XV
imm scores* stadmrd deviation s difference bsxbim! emits
ABB GRXf XCAL RATIOS OP TOE ACBR08A2XC SERIES FOR BOSS ORDERS
OF FRESISSASXOI
!SteGnty~eIghfc Oases Given First
Fora Moan S.Be d m m G.E,
X
XI 13.^33*21 JU131.53 •25 •68
Tucnty^eicht cases Given Seeoe&
Fora Bean S.D* DM.* C.R,
I
XX 1^00
1.52
1.% 1.6
°DIffc?cHicG between means 
** C.R. formula; C~~c/i f f  e C<? - (7T-vn ̂ ~h C~Cw
(Slffcscaeo tootouooss tie llociig (to’cppcl fee::. 1«C uitii a 
critical ratio of 12*5 ca S&o first tea success to a 6S£± 
fcrcsca tootosrcca tJse noons of ‘**>2. uitn c critical actio of 
1*01 t&ea ell Hlq ececo ucro ecsoita'cda file trosM ia» 
<&ccto totioto P©bu 1 ac&ronatie ms  '**>i of a point less 
filffieclt Z'jdji Vqvh 12 oeteein.ti© tost t£to optical ratio 
of .2* Cl was sot femi to to cigDlfieasst*
fatole 77, otoous tic cngbqgc. c1co!x?g±c difference too 
torcoa ttoo £©an ginon first sod Sic foco given sceon^ £«o*s
t lC  CVC3J7GCO G C O S n t t lli'/u  tk O  GCZIO SUb^CHt*B CCOCC CSS t lO
fora talics cceoofi was cjacotocr toto&n on ttoo fom totei first 
Sec to to&Q effect of practice* SMs m o  ealc^atcd X% 
fcefciao eogcisGrco of <&o olcotoroio signs os ortplairica la 
eo'.racctio.i u&fck Satolc 122*
£& teile series totoo collects ujo tool Va®si X first 
avorcjctl ’*57 of a pcfint t&r&m niicn Pose 11 mo cctfLoistoGaci 
and ttoose wSjo tool fora 12 ftefc cvcmriel 2***2 joists to&rg>* 
<X? apos talw-XJ fc'CEES 1* 21£C WSalfi ISulCCtC ftfcat fOSO S 
aclircaatiG uno scncntor-t less difficult SSjca fore 12 ceto?e» 
mtlc tost not .cijplficc&itisr so*
£6r adding 111 (tho ansont Fora 2 cofcrcnatie ms less 
difficult tree Fora Z2 oc£̂ caoile$ 2c!£Lc 7 ) to *57 Cttoo 
cvoraco incroncnto ncdo ca Fern 225 ttoc rcssitinn »S3 vcsy 
Bcorlgr epprorinntooc tlo average iacrcacat of 1*0 fossil to 
cjsioto Oil forso taiion second is totoo Colored. ;. arioso
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s m s  ?
nsau scores* s T m m m  Dsmraons., differeitce beti-jesti meads
MID CRITICAL RATIOS SDR THE FXF2Y~3XX CASES OF TEE ACHRO» 
I-SATIC SERIES BROKET] m m  imo 1ST 1G» IS® 20* 1ST $0. 1ST H
1ST 50 9 AH) TOTAL
Fern I Xlean S.D. Foaa II Mesa S.O. 0.11*0 c*H.
1st 10 1^.00 1*26 1st 10 12^-0 1.35 1.60 -3.921st 20 lb*k-0 1^9 1st 20 13.00 1*26 1M  b*6 71st 30 I&a\S& 1«66 1st 30 13*50 !•£**■ .96 3A 31st % 0 lb«37 1*69 1st %Q 13.55 1*71 . .82 3.281st 50 lk„lk 1*80 1st 50 13.62 1*68 ..52 2.26Total lh«00 1*88 Total 13.59 X.6*;- 1.81
^Difference betueen mesas 
** C.R. formula: ^ • #  e 17 C<? %
**
^  •+• (fVij. - 2. /? Ĉ t ̂
3**
TABLE VI
8B&B ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENCE OS TEE ACHROMATIC S M §  BETEOT 
FSBM (HOT FIRST AND FORI1 GIVEE SECOND
Form given lleanfirst algebraic S«D»difference
I *57 *90II ife 1,38
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SloSXarXy, vktm m s  subtracted frou 1*^2 (the ooount of 
iaeroneat prescat uhen Foro 2 was tehon second) again ap« 
prosiEotcly 1.0 uas the result« Tills would indicate that 
the score oa tlio fom te&ca second, due to practice, eon® 
sioteatly appronlcatcs m  ineresent of 1.0 point*
s& S&KG8& s& sp2m : w m
scores* The prlî ary aic of this study uas to investigate 
the effect of color upon test scores nadc under certain 
controlled conditions* The estabXishnoat of the decree of 
difficulty of tho Coloped and Achromatic Series m s  a re­
quired, but nonetheless incidental, part of the esporisent* 
Saving established that, for the purpose of this study.
Ferns X and XX, whether colored or Qehrorstle, ticre sot 
significantly different,. It then remained to investigate 
tho effect of color oa scores m&e on these series* Tho 
results obtained in this phase of the circcrinent are pro® 
coated in Tables TO, TOX, XX, and X.
In order to investigate tho effect of color on scores 
a group of eighty subjects uas chosen* This group m s  shown 
to possess a wide rongo of emotional stability as measured 
by the Bernr outer Personality Inventory, and to bo free of 
color blind-aes q as ocacurod by the Xsbiharo Tests for Colour® 
Blindness*
The Colored and Achromatic Cories were administered 
to the eighty subjects, rotated in tho folios Jing mamors
2.  fo ra  I  aefafonfttlQ f ir s t ,  
Wmm II colored
3* Fora II colored
hm Wmm
Wmm 1 colored
resulted ia each of the 
subjects* When 
had taken one form
one of the forms 
%  the other form ia color* StidJarlyf all eighty 
had taken m ®  Wmm colored and one fora achromatic, 
table ?I1 deals with the dolored rad Ararcsm&tie 
when all e£#ttr rases were considered. 4 comparison 
the difference between the means demonstrated that the
was *%f of a point Iras difficult than the 
Colored series. - With a correlation of .65 the critical ratio 
at £.65 would be considered significant using the number of 
cases considered in this study, that Is* in the peculation
ms dram* there would be Iras than 
bat the difference coaid be attri-
scores made on the 
three groups as follows#
table 111
beaus, standard deviations* difference bjstweeh meahs*
C0BBEL62I0S AID CRITICAL RATIO FOR ALL SUBJECTS OH 
COLORED m >  ACHROMATIC SERIES
A H  Three Groups
Colored Aehromtie
Mean S*D<, Mean s.,d ,. D.M.* Cor To C.K .**
13®6 1«97 3&o09 1.85 ô 9 *65 2.72
♦Difference in iseans  ’_______________ _
** C.R. formula: e~J;Here«ce ^ ^  + ^ ̂  ̂  ̂
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1* Upper Group composed of tuenty-eight students 
uhos© S1~U (neurotic tendency) scores were above tbs $Oth 
percentile*
2® IiOtKS* Group composed of tuonty~oicbt students 
uhoso BI-H scores mre b©lou tho 11th percentile*
3» UiGdl© Group coop os ed of bmnty«£onr students 
uliose Bl-U scores were uiiMn a range of five percentiles 
show or below the asm.
She grouping m s  done in this manner in an attempt 
to investigate the effect of color upon scores made by 
subjects fros both extremes and the Diddle of a scale of 
stability as established by the Borarcutor Personality 
Inventory*
As a result of the rotation method for order of 
presentation seven subjects in each of th© Upper and Lower 
Groups tools oaeh of the four alternatives, and in tho Kiddle 
Group six subjects tooh each possible alternative*
fable Vlll deals with data gathered as just described*
A comparison of the differences between the scons and 
the critical ratios between the Uppcry bower end Kiddlo 
Groups yielded no noticeable differences and in no ease m s  
tho critical ratio significant*
Consideration of these results indicated that either\
the Bemroatcr m s  Inadequate in discriminating tlio degree 
of nouroticlsn existing among the subjects or that tho
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TABLE ¥1X1
GOIIMniSOB BY GfJOOTS. OF IXEMJS. ST/U1BAEB D3¥XATI0!B2
BxuFsnsriGE xmvm® hebes. c m m M i o n  m b  miTxm* 
ratio ox? com m  Am Acmoimxo B m a m
- Colored AehE'oaatlc « .
Gzom . Heat* S.B. tlesa OdDo Corsv* GJU*
%pcr 13*70 2.2k lV.32 2.08 *$k .77 2.93
tliddlG 13*83 1.77 2.87 *h2 .77 2.̂ 1
I.O170P : 13.21 I.8 9 23.71 2.70 .50 •5& 2.51
** C.R* formula: <rdt'ffe f-<T£x - £/T-r̂  ^
affect of color- upon scores ims not confined to those sub- 
% ccts tiho showed a neurotic tendency hut cay ho of a quite 
general nature.
The counterbalanced order of presentation furnished 
still another opportunity for coopering scores cade on 
colored and cckroaatie foras.
t o  I colored and Fora XI achromatic vcro taken by 
forty subjects and the other half of the group tools Pore X 
achromatic and Form XI eolorod. These data are presented 
1© Table XX o
Pore X colored compared vrlth Fora IS achromatic 
yielded a difference betueen the coans of .20 and a critl- 
cal ratio of 1.20. The difference botuoen those groups uas 
the soaHost of any obtained. TIio explanation of this snail 
difference might bo the fact that Fora I Is easier than 
Pom XI and the achromatic fora easier than the colored 
form so that on either side of the comparison there occurs 
an easier fora and a ooro difficult form ulth the result 
that there is a cancolXation of the effects of each.
The remorse of the situation just described appeared 
ifaiQn the scores of the forty subjects tiiio tool: Fora I 
achromatic and Fora IX colored vevo considered. In this 
case the difference between tlie aeons uas 1.23 trlth a criti­
cal ratio of £.0. The sane forces acre considered to bo at 
ijork in this cituafcionas beforo except in a different
IABXS IX
cgmpadisoh of m m .  m m z m  wm&sicm. n m m m c E a  
mmimt coHBELmoiis aid cexxxcax. radios of
.. FORM 2 COMBED IJITH FORI! XX ACHRQI1ATIC AID FOFJ-1 X
&SSBG&K2ZC 13X2H FORM XX COX0RED
Colored Achromatic
Form Mean S.D. Mean S.D. D.M.* CCffiT. S?l>C.B.
Form I 
Form XX
13.^5 E4X3
13.17 X.80
.28 •?V ‘ 1.20-
Form X 
Pom IX 13.77 1.72
15.0 1**18
1*23 5.0
♦Differeaco feettieea means r----------------------
** C.Ro formulas <5- di^r-en c e = (T^.+(T^
cr
maniicŝ  Fora X« being slightly less difficult was made even 
loss difficult by the absence of color and Fora XI uas oado 
oven core difficult %  tko presence of color* ihese results 
were not inconsistent since they could be readily Qisplalnod. 
however9 these particular results seem to bo a convincing 
argoacnt for employing Hie counterbalanced order cf present 
tatlon in the eî erioent.
In order to test further the offset of color on tho 
situation under discussion It uas felt that data showing , 
Hie percentage of subjects whose scores deviated In amounts 
more or leas than the average practice effect would be por« 
tiaeat* fable X presents these data.
As a basis for this it m o  necessary to determine the 
average amcuat of icpoovenent of scores on the test taken 
second In both the Colored and Achromatic Gerlos. For 
ample* it m s  found that in the Colored aeries scores on 
the fora taken second averaged 1.0 point higher than oa tho 
fern taken first with a standard deviation of 1«55« la tho 
Achromatic Series tho corresponding figures were .96 cad 
1*M& respectivelyo Shen5 using these figures as criteria 
for that portion of the study in which scores made cm 
colored and achromatic ferns wore compared $ scores aado 011 
H>e tost taken second wore osaoinecl for conformity tilth 
Hie previously established moans. 2a Hie instance Ssx which 
a colored fora was given second* 25 per cent of the scores
m m rnxQ ii w  gTm w z m bdgobb scohb vm u  
mMmss mm m wbq man Avrntm t s m m  m
Color0& Potq Qitvzsn. Soesad
SOQS'OS •5 •**3 «»2 «x 0 noaa ❖1
iagi'iiawyyy
*2 *3 *5?
Freopioiicar*«*■ X «*«► a 10 10 10 3** 2 <*e» «a»«»««riLJpi.iw.
AeferomCXe Fora GIt o *. Soeoad
« ■»■ Ix&otf 
O **■ so difference
uoro at the notm9 that io5 ucro 1,0 point higher than on the
fora token first tilth 17.5 pop cent above the mean and 51S
pep cent bolau the moon. Xn other uor&s8 2? pop coat aid 
just as eî joetodj X7»5 pep coat did bettor than expected and
57*5 pep cost of those tfiio took a colored form second did
not do m  imll as tronld ho expected.
Similarly s of those uko took ea achromatic fora 
second 55 per coat ucro belou the mean of .96 and 65 per 
cent of these cases did tetter than osqpoctod*
these results scce to indicate that color does have 
an adverse effect upon performance since a clear majority of 
cases scored Xouer than the moon uhcn color apparently re­
duced the expected increment due to practice-jand an even 
Greater majority of subjects did better than expected uhon 
the absence of color seemingly cuapllfied the increase duo 
to practice.
This chapter has presented evidence that Forms I and 
XX of the Block Design Test of the Uechsler-Bellovuc Intelli­
gence Scale do not differ significantly in' difficulty oilier 
colored or achromatic. Further evidence tms presented xihiek 
tiuuld indicate that cither fora achromatic uas loss diffi­
cult than the corresponding fora in color. This tread uas 
apparent in a majority of individual cases as ugU  as in the 
group of subjects as a ukole. Those, findings are discussed 
acre fully .in Chapter ?.
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i M  tho presence ©f color influences the intolloe- 
toal functioning of aeurotle persons Is roeogalsoa and used 
ia tho interpretation of the Borsehaeh fost* nouever the 
conecpt scens to Mvo been ignored outside this particular 
fiold«
The purpose of tMs study uas to investigate tho 
effect of color on a tcst9 other than t&e Borsehaeh8 uMeh 
made use of color $ and,further* to test the hypothesis that 
color clieeli m y  not he a phenomenon limited to neuroticlso 
tat cay bo, of a nore general nature.
, To ante tMs investigation it uss necessary to,
Cl) find a test having tue forms* one of uMeh could ho 
nsod colored and the other achroeatleg (2) establish that 
no signifleant difference in difficulty existed betuoon 
the tun forms either tibon colored or achrcoatieg and 
(3) select a group of subjects t/lth a Mdo range of emo­
tional stability end free fron color MlEdnos %  to uhca 
the colored and achromatic forms of the test could be 
alternately administered*
It was felt that by using tuo forms of the saoo tost 
the psychological processes involved could bo controlled
asds. as a result of msfMz tho color factors any differ 
ocaccs that appeared cerald go attributed to the effect of 
color®
$he results of tho first portion of tho study in- 
Seated that the forao of tho chosen feat ucro not signlfi-- 
conbly different in difficulty either \feen colored os? 
aehromtie0, t&tfr this foundation5 investigation uas under­
taken of tho effect of color upon the scores sa&o m  these 
fosss %  subjects selected for variation in caotional sta­
bility by a. personality inventory*
Consideration of the results for the entire croup 
of subjects indicated that the Achrosatie Series nos A9 
of a point loss difficult than the Colored Series« Shis 
difference uas found to ho slcpificant at the 1 per cent 
level. nGt'jeyoi*;, q cenparison of the differences hotixcea 
tho noons cad critical ratios for subjects froa tho estrones 
and aiddle of tho oootional scale yielded no significant 
differences* fhis ims interpreted to noan that either tho 
personality inventory used to select tho subjects uac in­
adequate in diGtlayuisMng tho degree of aoarotlcdsn 
esdoting anong tho subjects., or that the off act of color 
upon scores txns not confined to those subjects uho ohm?od 
a neurotic tendency * Probably both factors contributed to 
the results.
A further test of the effect of eoler on scopes uas 
made by ©sajoining the percentage of subjects whose sc©apes 
deviated in amounts more or less than tho average practice 
effect* it was found that 57*5 per cent of those who tools 
a colored fora second did not do as troll as espccted and 
65 per coat of those who took an achromatic form second did 
better than expected.
♦ . « -  *
The significant and consistent difference by which
* » • • f
scoros cm tho Achromatic Series uerc larger than scores
* < i « k
on the Colored Seriesc upon analysis,? seemed to argue that
• *
the presence of color did have an adverse effect upon per® 
formsaee in tho situation under discussion*, Houevar9 it is 
not meant to imply that color was necessarily tho only 
factor operating to adversely influence performance*
ii* conclusion
Sho results of this study indicated that the presence
• 4 * * » * * 6
of color had an unfavorable effect upon scores made on the 
Block Design Tost of the tfochsler̂ Bollevue Intelligence) 
Scale* Although this trend was apparent in a majority of 
the cases considered it did not become significant until 
scores for tho group as a whole were examined* This would
> » '  . -i
indicate that the adverse effect of color5 although present
in most casosj would not be of sufficient magnitude to bo 
significant in individual cases* Apparently this limits
V8
any practical use that might ho oado of this Moi?ledgo$, at 
tho pres oat blaes bat it should not preclude farther in** 
vostigatioa of tho phenomenon.
It tmo felt that this study raised a number of In® 
terosting implications5 son© of uMch will ho discussed at 
tMs time.
Qualified by the fact that only one typo of test tsno 
Bsod, i.e. j one that dealt tilth abstraction in terms of 
fora relationship 9 the question might ho raised uhother 
color should he need in any type of tost tfhere optima per** 
fornanco level is sought,, If color docs adversely Influence 
the performance of a majority of suhjeeto^ as this study 
tiould indicate5 it does not oeoa mireaGonah&e to assume 
that tests tjhich not? make use of color could he Improved 
by the diminution of color.
Since tho effect of edor5 as determined by tails 
study$ lias apparently of a doto general and also a core 
moderate nature ton uould ho expected of color cbocSc as 
defined In the Rorschach literature 9 porteps "color re® 
straint" or a similar torn tMet t-iould inply osro subdued 
enoticnal reactions should he substituted ubon dealing 
\iitli normal subjocto.
Aside from uhntover theoretical contribution this 
study may have made* it is felt that tho substantiation 
of Ueehsler5s claim that the too forms of tho Modi design
1*9
tost %re?e not significantly different in difficulty and
the establishment of &xa average inercae&t bettrccn tests
\
due to practice effect at approximately 1„0 point m y  be 
of cone value,
& related study thatuould bold constant a different 
psychological process than that involved in the block de­
sign test and again vary the color stimulations should 
provide data by \Mch the generality of the present findings 
could be evaluated.
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table i
weighted scores of the o t t y  subjects used to
ESTABLISH DECEIT OF DIFFICULTY OF THE COLORED
SERIES
Subject Form I Fora II
1* ♦15 17
2* 13 ♦11
?* ♦13 13b* 16 ♦13
5. ♦llf lb6# 15 ♦127# ♦12 12v« 10 ♦11
9* ♦l*f lb10* IV ♦10
11* ♦11 11
12* lb ♦12
13. *lh 16l£* 11 ♦12
15. ♦16 15,16. U ♦10
17. ♦llf Ilf
18. lif ♦Ilf
19. ♦13 Ilf20. 11 ♦Ilf
21. ♦12 10
22. 16 ♦Ilf
♦Ilf llf
15 ♦11
25. ♦10 1126* 12 ♦1027- ♦Ilf 1528* 16 ♦llf
29. ♦llf llf30* 16 ♦llf
31. ♦12 1332* 10 • 9
33. ♦13 13
3*f. 3f ♦15
35. ♦10 12
* Indicates fora given first#
TAELE ,1. (continued)
WEIGHTED SCOBBS OF TBS FIFTY SUBJECTS OSES TOESTABLISH DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY OF TUB COLOE2DSHIES
Subject Form I Form IX
36* 16 *lk
*11 If
13 •■ *1539* *11 11^0* 15 ♦if
b l , *12 15
b*£* l*f *13
**3* *10 11fcrf#' *12
**5* *13 * 15i*6g lb *12
W * *12 IVTOi 16 *13*§9* «0& l£16 *15
♦Indicates form given first*
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TABLE II
WEIGHTED SCQBES OF THE FIFTY-SIX SUBJECTS USEDTO ESTABLISH DSGKES OF DIFFICULTY OF THEAGHKOMTIC SERIES
Subject Form I Fora XX
I« *l*f 13
2. - X*f *10
*12 12
k± l*f *10
?* ♦Itj. 136i Ik *13
/#■ *l*f Ik
w# 16 *13
9.' *12 1210. 16 *lk
IXa *11* Ik
12.‘ 15 *12
13. llf1 W 15 *132315.’ *1516,' 16 *V*
17. *13 1318. 16 *lk
19. *12 Ik20. 18 *1521. *15 1522. 16 *l4 •
23. *15 16GTi Ik*16 *1525. 1726. 13 *13
27. *16 1628. 16 *15
29. *10 1030. 15 *l*f
31. *13 1532. if *12
ijt
*lh 1518 *15
35^ *12 11
* Indicates fora given first.
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TABLE . II (continued)
WBIGEIED SCORES OF THE FIFTY-SIX SUBJECTS USEDTO ESTABLISH DEGREE OF DIFFICtHTK OF THEACHROMATIC SERIES
Subject Form I ’ Fora II
36. l*t- ‘ *16
37. *3& lb3§* 13 *11
4 .
*16 16
12 *12
bU *1** 15
h2* 1% #lh
**3. *16 1716 *i4
*12 15
b6. 13 *33Js-7* *11 134s#
**9. 13* 9 ; #i5 . ^50* l4 *2k
51* *12 lb52. 13 *lb
*33 155£ *12
55.* *13 lb
56* 13 *11
* Indicates fora given first*
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m s &  m
SCOBUS OP PCSSY SOB3BS2B W O  20S3K POM3 X CG5»0aE>abb ponij 11 M m m m m  m m m m  m  m z m m c B .
KMBSffiSLS AUD SCOBB
- Som 1 Porn 12 Berzireutcr QazmtcrabG?washes* Greisp ColorctS Aetesusfc&o »Soos*o Pcreoatilo
X© Loo 022
1, 15 012
1:
tjoo
W
0167 160 e9*'‘-‘ L OX*fr Ih
12* £j 15 01313* 0 oî 1616* uCO 15 01217 o rr 013 13
20* 13 on
21* 0 012 132̂ o n 13 01325* O' 0 8 ix29. L 012 1232. U 1*> 013
33. *.y»li 013 1236. r̂rxx 19 01*J.37. 0 015 15?0. n 16 0151̂* 1-2 012 13M>. E Xh 012*>5. I» .0 9 11X» 16 015i>9. h on 1052. n is 016
S e n0 °13 1201557* 0 Oll> 13
6 0* 0 !%• 013
6 1. u 015u 33 0x3
—  lotros1 Bl«*2? scores* 
0 ~~ Oppor Q2«n ■ scores* 
U —  IIM&Lo BX43 scores,
o Pom gX'zraa first*
m * o  ?-xao.o ^
107*7 95$>.0 90-196*0 2
-209*5 176*1 93
-53o*> 56
«66o6 52
>175*3 6C5>*0 91=* 61*2 
77°0 93»X5XoO 6230.3 57*9 6166*0 5290*5 95*0 51
•0- 37.0
.>160*0 9
*0&9*0 8
-157.6 5- 31*7 S&
~ 59*| j|
ŜS.f 9581*0 
73.0 92
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SABLE . 211 (continued)
SCORES OF FOOT SUKTESS3 UHO 200! FORtl 2 COLOREDaid m m  xx ACHsmsxe grouped m  w m s m mFERCEnXXLS M B  SCORE
Street Gronp Pom xColored
Fora IX 
Acbrosstie
Berxireuto?
Seoro
Bepnpe&tar
Percentile
65; L $26 25 -162*0 k68; 0 ate -13 58**> 9169; I 023 xK -158*8 572; 0 IK *23 217*6 9673; L 23 *22 87̂ ; L 22 *2^ -159*0 10
75; L 23 *1*1- -isK.o 2076; ' £1 *26 27 « %D*0 60
7% H *1£ 22 - 35*8
I* —  Louor Bl-D secies* 
U Upper Bl-0 scopes* 
15 Mddle B2-H scopes*
* Fossa given first*
m
TABLS .1?
SCORES 0? PQB2Y SUBJECTS IfflO 20DE FORI! I AC53RCE32SC
M B  m m  IX COLORED GROUPED BY ̂ RIBEO^M PEECESSILE41© SCORE
Pom S Form II Subject Group /utamfcle Colored Bornroaikor lerareute®1 Score Percentile
v#
7®10.11.
1̂ .
15.18.
19.22.
2?*26.
27.28.
30.
31. 
3V. 
35.
38.
39.
k?.
%*51*
9->.
58.
59*
°°L
0
II
I»o* *13 1** -185.0L . lh *12 -157.0000' 0I6 16 92AL 15 *15 -200.00 -16 16 67.5L 12 *10 -1*&.0
0 oifc 16 78.3
V 15 03& 91.O0 015 1** 61.0L 16 *13 -156*0L ' 016 ly -170.5
w>* 17 *lo ** 25.3
n *16 ■ 16 - 66.0
n x7 *13 - ̂ 7.0u x& *11 - 69.9L °13 13 —162.2X* 15 *10 -162.3L 015 16 —163*3m . 60 *11
0 . oil*. 3& 107.6
0 , 15 *15II f 013 13 -70.00 18 *l5 1^.0
0 . " *lli- 13 136.10 . 1^ *11 150.6L 015 42 -176.0L 16 -197.50 <05 15 1^.80 17 *16 112.0L *12 11 -173.0
0 18 *15 9^.0
5 
1 62 
52 60 
50 
9 
9
f96
96
9350
98
9%986 
2
98
95
7
95
Loner Bl-n scores. 
Upper Bl«il scores; m&aio Bi»n scores.
* P o m  given first:.
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SABLE IVJ (continued)
SCORES OP FOBPY SOBJTOS WLO TOOK W m i  2 ACSBOMATICMID m i  II. COLORED GROUPED m  W M S m z m  PERGEKTILB
MB scorn
Subject Group F o m  I F a m  II B e m r  enter Bc^nreuterAchromatic Colored Score Percentile
6 2 * L 015 1% **167.2 8
6 3 . X, 16 *>lk •166.2 8
6 6* H 016 12 • 2^*0 60
6 7 * 1-2 ih- °13 *» l;0.3 62
7 0 * 8 016 Ifr ** 60*0 fa
7 1 * 12 15 °13 * ^o.o 6 2
n 16 015 •  63*0 fa
8 0 *
ii
13
016
012
1 5
11
•  63*0 
**» 66*0
fa
52
h —  IiOvKSF B1~H seams.
U Upper B1«E scorns. 
12 <•*> Middle Bl«n scores.
* P o m  given first.
